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WHAT?

❑ Free, static, git-based websites – maintainable* and 
version-controlled

❑ Based on open-source Hugo theme (Academic), 
tailored for researchers

❑ Packaged by Wowchemy, deployed by Netlify
❑ Markdown-based, supports math equations, code-

highlighting and diagrams, great way to showcase 
projects

❑ Also text editors, CSS, HTML, Shortcodes, Front 
Matter, config files (yaml, toml)



https://mattsresbazsite.netlify.app/




WHY?

❑ Intrinsic motivation - website design is fun, academic portfolio site useful for 
research engagement.

❑ Low risk, free-to-fail “sandpit”, empowering and enjoyable
❑ Excellent way to teach version control - benefits and processes
❑ GitHub identity can also be used to access related services  e.g. (HackMD)
❑ Encourages troubleshooting - deploy logs, community fora
❑ Entry-level training that creates a platform for collaboration and skill base for 

further capability development
❑ Immediacy - live site deployed and first git commit made within 15 minutes
❑ Can appeal to a different audience to those who’d sign up for a carpentries 

workshop, while acting as a useful primer
❑ Can cater to different levels of skill and experience
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VUW Compute Capability Model

Focus: Learning to scale 
up, test and break out of 
the desktop for 
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Tools: AWS, Azure, 
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Cloudstor/SWAN, 
Jupyter notebooks
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https://adacs.org.au/
https://quantumexperience.ng.bluemix.net/qx


Ecosystem Concept map & key site layout handout 



how?
❑ Carpentries-inspired methodology - sticky notes + 

formative feedback, both in person and online
❑ Code-along approach, with clear explanations
❑ Help – good ratio of instructor to attendees, or 

supplemented with helpers
❑ Peer support, in session and ongoing
❑ Introductory and follow-up sessions
❑ Repetition and a modular, scaffolded approach
❑ Paper or PDF handouts of key information (concept 

map of components, directory structure of site, 
Markdown cheat sheet)



Markdown ‘cheat’ using hack.md





Delivery & Feedback



Different contexts

• ResBaz 2020-2021 – online workshops 
as part of wider event

• VECAP (Victoria Early Career 
Academic Program) – established 
cohort, 2 x 3 hour initial in-person 
workshops + follow up hack sessions

• Post-graduate society - 2 x 3 hour 
initial in-person workshops 

• Faculty of Graduate Research PhD 
workshops – online introductory 
workshop – 2 hours



FEEDBACK (VECAP)
The workshop introduced me to new tools to build my own 
website in a very constructive, supportive and fun way. I 
loved the feeling of capability and success as - step by 
step - things “worked” and I could see the changes to my 
new website. The workshop not only helped us 
troubleshoot, but taught us how to do some 
troubleshooting ourselves . . . I’ve really enjoyed having to 
exercise a different part of my brain and to think in a 
different way than I normally do in my research and 
teaching. It’s also been great fun to meet up from time to 
time with my cohort to keep tinkering away on the 
websites and help one another. 

- Marnie Lloyd, Lecturer, Faculty of Law



FEEDBACK (VECAP)
The workshop offered clear and helpful 
instruction about website development. I 
do not consider myself adept at coding or 
IT at all, but Matt took me and a group of 
peers through a range of different tools 
and interlocking components and I was 
amazed at what I was able to produce for 
my website.

- Liana Macdonald, Lecturer
Faculty of Education



CARPENTRIES-STYLE FORMATIVE FEEDBACK
(In-person workshop]

POSTIVE FEEDBACK:

+ Great workshop - very interesting and easy to follow (and 
fun!). Found it very worthwhile

+ Perfect step-by-step instructions / learning by doing 
approach, really helpful

+ The session has been really informative and useful. I’ve 
learnt heaps. 

+ Great pace, great explanation, very well prepared. I feel 
empowered and really enjoyed this. Thank you!!

+ Very useful, good to be able to switch between different 
applications, time and space to adapt to own needs

+ Was very clear and easy to follow along, even though I was 
behind initially

+ Use of GitHub, telling us to install/prepare beforehand 
saved a lot of time, great format - learned a lot already

+ follow along parts useful, good pacing, WordPress critique 
helpful, enjoyed Q and A breaks a lot (great job!!)

+ Good choice of platform, easy to use, good instruction
+ Cheat sheet is good, clear and well paced.
+ The paper handout with the flow of how parts connect 

was helpful

CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM:

— could be useful to dive into GitHub Desktop for 15-30 minutes

— Digital handout with tools and examples could be cool

— Establish relationship between sites/software at beginning (to 
better remember where to pick up later)

— I wonder what happens if we push something wrong. Can we 
retract it at that level? Also, a little intro to command line.

— Follow up notes, hand out of pipeline could be useful. List of 
options for themes etc.

— Downloading GitHub really worried me - projects, issues 
etc. Had no idea what I was going to use it for.

— Perhaps include a handout with basic step-by-step 
instructions of how to set up another website (i.e. steps 
we did during the first 20 mins or so of the workshop )

— Can’t really think of anything . . . maybe sending out a link to 
what the ‘academic’ template includes, looks like beforehand 
so we know what elements to have prepared?



ResBaz session attendees, november 2021

+ Excellent job navigating the multiple apps and interfaces.  
Clear presentation, and excellent to end up with a “product”. 

+ I like that you check in after every step if everyone is following along, 
sometimes its hard to keep up in other workshops

+ You are going at a really good pace and checking in frequently. It is great!
+ A really nice, well-paced workshop, really easy to keep up and understand what we're doing!
+ Really engaging and enjoyable workshop - pace is perfect
+ Very didactic. Easy to follow!



Leverage & customise existing resources



FUTURE PLANS

❑ Formalise lesson template, including learning 
objectives

❑ Collaborate with others interested in developing 
these lessons

❑ Continue to foster sustainable, ongoing 
community of practice

❑ WHEN: Scheduling prior to planned Carpentries 
workshops

❑ Offer follow along sessions:
• Reverting to previous git commits
• Collaborating with git
• Advanced styling with CSS
• More about Front Matter and Shortcodes
• Collaborating on team or research group sites
• Decoupling your site from Netlify and adding custom 

domain



matt.plummer@vuw.ac.nz
@matty-plumski

Contact:

mailto:matt.plummer@vuw.ac.nz


https://revealjs.com/
https://mermaid-js.github.io/mermaid/#/



